
 

The Hourglass A Richard Judy Bestselling
Author

Yeah, reviewing a books The Hourglass A Richard Judy
Bestselling Author could build up your close contacts listings.
This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As
understood, capability does not recommend that you have
wonderful points.

Comprehending as with ease as pact even more than other will
allow each success. neighboring to, the notice as well as
acuteness of this The Hourglass A Richard Judy Bestselling
Author can be taken as well as picked to act.

The Happy Body
A&C Black
The New York
Times
bestselling
author of What
She Knew
returns with

an electrifying
new novel about
how the past
will always
find us...
"Literary
suspense at its
finest.”—Mary
Kubica, New
York Times
bestselling
author of
Pretty Baby “A
wonderfully
addictive book
with virtuoso

plotting and
characters -
for anyone who
loved Girl on
the Train, it’s
a must read.” —
Rosamund Lupton
Zoe Maisey is a
seventeen-year-
old musical
prodigy with a
genius IQ.
Three years
ago, she was
involved in a
tragic incident
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that left three
classmates
dead. She
served her
time, and now
her mother,
Maria, is
resolved to
keep that
devastating
fact tucked far
away from their
new beginning,
hiding the past
even from her
new husband and
demanding Zoe
do the same.
Tonight Zoe is
giving a
recital that
Maria has been
planning for
months. It
needs to be the
performance of
her life. But
instead, by the
end of the
evening, Maria
is dead. In the
aftermath, ever
yone—police,

family, Zoe’s
former
solicitor, and
Zoe
herself—tries
to piece
together what
happened. But
as Zoe knows
all too well,
the truth is
rarely straight
forward, and
the closer we
are to someone,
the less we may
see.

The Love Note
Quercus
Publishing
Do you feel
overcommitted,
overworked and
overtired? For
many, juggling
the ever-
increasing
demands at
work and home
can lead to
exhaustion and

frustration. This
book provides
five strategies
that don't
require
hyperactive time
management or
drastic career
downshifting. It
can help you
craft a realistic
rebalancing plan
tailored to your
career and life
needs. The self-
assessment
instruments
included in the
book will help
you pinpoint the
work-life
strategy (or
strategies) you
are currently
using. The
additional
quizzes and
checklists can
help you reduce
the dissonance
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between your
professional and
personal lives to
achieve the
balance you
crave.
Righting the
Hourglass
Bookouture
The Rose Garden
is a richly imagined
historical novel full
of intrigue and
secrets, spanning
the luxury and
poverty of Victorian
England. Perfect
for fans of Dinah
Jefferies and
Rachel Hore. Every
house has its
secrets . . . For
twelve-year-old
Ottilie Finch,
London is an
exciting playground
to explore. Her
family have
recently arrived in
Hamstead from
Durham, under a
cloud of scandal

that Otty is blissfully
unaware of. The
only shadow over
her days is her
mother’s
mysterious illness,
which keeps her to
her room. When
young local girl
Mabs is offered the
chance to become
Mrs Finch’s
companion, it saves
her from a
desperate life on
the canals. Little
does she know that
all is not as picture-
perfect as it seems.
Mabs is about to
become tangled in
the secrets that
chased the Finches
from their last
home, and trapped
in an impossible
dilemma . . . ‘Tracy
Rees is a natural
storyteller . . . What
a treat it is!’ –
Rachel Hore, author
of A Gathering
Storm. 'In this

engrossing novel
Tracy Rees takes
the reader directly
into the drama and
action . . . the roles
and attitudes to
women at the end
of the Victorian
period and the
emerging
‘women’s
movement were
riveting. Totally
unputdownable.' –
Dinah Jefferies,
author of The Tea-
Planter’s Wife.
Mind Tools Marvel
Entertainment
Driven from their
woodland home,
Caesar and his apes
are still recovering
from the takeover by
renegade ape Koba.
Caesar is desperate to
avoid war with the
humans, but this is a
faint hope, as his
enemies are about to
receive military
reinforcements
headed by the ruthless
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Colonel McCullough.

Amy Snow Sams
Publishing
'I love Tracy's
writing' Gill Paul,
author of Another
Woman's Husband
Get swept away
with a gorgeous
novel about finding
love even after it
seems too late...
How much can a
place change your
life? 1950. Chloe
visits Tenby every
summer. She stays
with relatives, and
spends the long,
idyllic days on the
beach. Every year is
the same, until she
meets a glamorous
older boy and is
instantly smitten.
But on the night of
their first date,
Chloe comes to a
realisation, the
aftermath of which

could haunt her
forever. 2014. Nora
has always taken
success for granted,
until suddenly her
life begins to fall
apart. Troubled by
anxiety and
nightmares, she
finds herself drawn
to the sweeping
beaches of Tenby.
But Tenby hides a
secret, and Nora will
soon discover that
this little town by
the sea has the
power to heal even
the most painful
memories. Tracy
Rees' latest
historical novel
DARLING BLUE is
also available now!
*** Everyone is
loving THE
HOURGLASS...
'My favourite book
of the year so far
and definitely Tracy

Rees' best to date'
Amazon reviewer
'Tracy Rees writes
from the heart and
with an obvious
passion for her
characters' Kathryn
Hughes 'Tracy Rees
is the most
outstanding new
voice in historical
fiction' Lucinda
Riley 'A lovely,
tender, enjoyable
mystery' Rachel
Hore 'A story about
second chances ... A
triumphant third
novel' Amazon
reviewer 'A really
heartwarming story
which is my
favourite Tracy
Rees so far' Amazon
Reviewer *** Also
by Tracy Rees: Amy
Snow Florence
Grace Darling Blue
And the Mountains
Echoed
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Independently
Published
'A poignant, heart-
wrenching story...it
will make you smile.
It will make you cry.
And it will resonate
with you long after
the last page is
finished.' What's
Better Than Books A
haunting,
heartbreaking and
unforgettable novel
of a woman married
to a man she can
never love, and
drawn to another who
will capture her heart
forever East Africa
1903:When eighteen
year old Iris Johnson
is forced to choose
between marrying the
frightful Lord Sidcup
or a faceless stranger,
Jeremy Lawrence, in
a far-off land, she
bravely decides on
the latter.
Accompanied by her
chaperone, Miss
Logan, Iris soon

discovers a kindred
spirit who shares her
thirst for knowledge.
As they journey from
Cambridgeshire to
East Africa, Iris's eyes
are opened to a world
she never knew
existed beyond the
comforts of her family
home. But when Iris
meets Jeremy, she
realizes in a heartbeat
that they will never be
compatible. He is cold
and cruel, spending
long periods of time
on hunting
expeditions and
leaving Iris alone.
Determined to make
the best of her new
life, Iris begins to
adjust to her
surroundings; the
windswept plains of
Nairobi, and the
delightful sunbirds
that visit her window
every day. And when
she meets Kamau, a
school teacher, Iris
finds her calling,

assisting him to teach
the local children
English. Kamau is
everything Jeremy is
not. He is passionate,
kind and he occupies
Iris's every thought.
She must make a
choice, but if she
follows her heart, the
price she must pay
will be devastating. A
beautifully written
and mesmerizing
story that will
captivate fans of
Dinah Jefferies,
Victoria Hislop and
Lucinda Riley. 'This
is a gorgeous book,
filled with
descriptions of what
sounds like one of the
most beautiful places
on earth. After I read
it, I had to go
purchase the author's
other book, The Poet's
Wife, which I can't
wait to dive into.' For
the Love of Books
What readers are
saying about The
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Poet's Wife: 'A heart-
wrenching novel of
love, loss and hope.'
Daily Express 'A
magnificent historical
family saga
beautifully written
and offers an insight
into a unique period
of time. I urge you to
read it.' The Sun 'I
loved every minute of
it. Dare I say this was
just as good as a
Victoria Hislop novel
and up there with The
Separation as my
book of the year!'
Shaz's Book Blog 'A
compelling,
beautifully rendered
tale... steeped in
historical fact, with a
wonderful storyline.
A book definitely
worth reading.'
Historical Novel
Review 'A beautiful
and powerful book.
Nothing I say can do
this book justice.
Please read it. You
will be glad you did.'

Renita D'Silva 'This
was a very moving
portrayal of a family's
struggles and survival
during the Spanish
revolution. From the
author's words I felt
the heartbreak of
these atrocities, the
fear surrounding them
but I also felt the
warmth from the love
that had blossomed. A
very well written
historical family saga
I can highly
recommend.' Krafti
Reader
The Rose Garden
Titan Books (US,
CA)
The battle for the
soul of Hell's
Kitchen! It's wall-to-
wall David Lapham
(Stray Bullets) as
the Eisner Award
winner writes and
illustrates two of
Marvel's biggest
icons! Daredevil

and the Punisher
clash as half the
East Coast's
underworld - in
chaos since the
Kingpin was
deposed - scramble
for a shot at the big
chair. And as the
city descends into
chaos, as murder
and intimidation
become the staples
of the day,
Daredevil and the
Punisher each seek
to restore order in
their own unique
way. For Daredevil -
who's anointed
himself the city's
new "Kingpin" - this
means dispensing
justice at the end of
a billy club.
COLLECTING:
DAREDEVIL VS.
PUNISHER 1-6.
Together Heart N'
Sole Press
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The year is 1820.
Rider Sandman, a
hero of Waterloo,
returns to London to
wed his fiancée. But
instead of settling
down to fame and
glory, he finds himself
penniless in a country
where high
unemployment and
social unrest rage, and
where men—innocent
or guilty—are hanged
for the merest of
crimes. When he's
offered a job as
private investigator to
re-open the case of a
painter due to be
hanged for a murder
he didn't commit,
Sandman readily
accepts—as much for
the money as for a
chance to see justice
done in a country
gone to ruins. Soon,
however, he's mired
in a grisly murder plot
that keeps thickening.
Sandman makes his
way through

gentlemen's clubs and
shady taverns,
aristocratic mansions,
and fashionable
painters' studios
determined to rescue
the innocent young
man from the rope.
But someone doesn't
want the truth
revealed.

And the
Mountains
Echoed Addison-
Wesley
Professional
'Possibly the most
wonderful book
I've ever read. A
complete joy'
Amazon reviewer.
The stunning new
novel from the
author of the
Richard and Judy
bestseller Amy
Snow. Perfect for
fans of The
Keeper of Lost

Things and Island
of Secrets. Florrie
Buckley is an
orphan, living on
the wind-blasted
moors of
Cornwall. It's a
hard existence but
Florrie is content;
she runs wild in
the mysterious
landscape. She
thinks her destiny
is set in stone. But
when Florrie is
fourteen, she
inherits a never-
imagined secret.
She is related to a
wealthy and
notorious London
family, the Graces.
Overnight,
Florrie's life
changes and she
moves from
country to city,
from poverty to
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wealth. Cut off
from everyone she
has ever known,
Florrie struggles to
learn the rules of
this strange new
world. And then
she must try to
fathom her
destructive pull
towards the
enigmatic and
troubled
Turlington Grace,
a man with many
dark secrets of his
own.
Gallows Thief
Bookouture
Daytime soap
opera's first golden
couple chronicles
their love story on
and off the screen,
offering a look
behind the scenes at
the Golden Age of
daytime drama
during the 1970s

and 1980s and their
rise to stardom as
Doug and Julie on
"Days of Our
Lives."
Florence Grace
HarperCollins
As World War II
rages, Olivia Ord,
an educated London
woman, and her
young children
Amelia and Stephen
shelter in bucolic
Devon. After V-E
Day, her husband
Craig returns from
military duty and
the family reunites
in the city, where
the four of them
share the highest of
hopes for their
future together.
Twenty months
later, though, as a
result of bad advice
and
miscommunication,
they are in East

Africa where they
are inexorably
drawn into the dying
embers of colonial
life. The
consequences
reverberate through
the decades and
across continents as
Amelia, who is
seemingly the most
impacted, re-invents
herself in America
in an attempt to
regain for her family
what they have lost.
As a next generation
reaches adulthood
under very different
circumstances,
Amelia learns a
secret Olivia has
kept and everything
comes full circle
back to Devon. This
is a soaring story of
love, separation,
fallibility and
unexpected second
chances.
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Tales from the Cult
Film Trenches
Quercus
Winner of the UK’s
Richard & Judy
Search for a
Bestseller
Competition, this
page-turning debut
novel follows an
orphan whose late,
beloved best friend
bequeaths her a
treasure hunt that
leads her all over
Victorian England
and finally to the
one secret her
friend never shared.
It is 1831 when
eight-year-old
Aurelia Vennaway
finds a naked baby
girl abandoned in
the snow on the
grounds of her
aristocratic
family’s
magnificent
mansion. Her

parents are horrified
that she has brought
a bastard foundling
into the house, but
Aurelia convinces
them to keep the
baby, whom she
names Amy Snow.
Amy is brought up
as a second-class
citizen, despised by
Vennaways, but she
and Aurelia are as
close as sisters.
When Aurelia dies
at the age of twenty-
three, she leaves
Amy ten pounds,
and the Vennaways
immediately banish
Amy from their
home. But Aurelia
left her much more.
Amy soon receives
a packet that
contains a rich
inheritance and a
letter from Aurelia
revealing she had
kept secrets from

Amy, secrets that she
wants Amy to know.
From the grave she
sends Amy on a
treasure hunt from
one end of England
to the other: a
treasure hunt that
only Amy can
follow. Ultimately, a
life-changing
discovery awaits...if
only Amy can
unlock the secret. In
the end, Amy
escapes the
Vennaways, finds
true love, and learns
her dearest friend’s
secret, a secret that
she will protect for
the rest of her life.
An abandoned baby,
a treasure hunt, a
secret. As Amy sets
forth on her quest,
readers will be
swept away by this
engrossing gem of a
novel—the wonderful
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debut by newcomer
Tracy Rees.
War for the Planet
of the Apes:
Revelations
Hachette UK
So, then. You
want a story and I
will tell you
one...Afghanistan,
1952. Abdullah
and his sister Pari
live in the small
village of
Shadbagh. To
Abdullah, Pari, as
beautiful and
sweet-natured as
the fairy for which
she was named, is
everything. More
like a parent than
a brother,
Abdullah will do
anything for her,
even trading his
only pair of shoes
for a feather for

her treasured
collection. Each
night they sleep
together in their
cot, their skulls
touching, their
limbs tangled.One
day the siblings
journey across the
desert to Kabul
with their father.
Pari and Abdullah
have no sense of
the fate that awaits
them there, for the
event which
unfolds will tear
their lives apart;
sometimes a finger
must be cut to save
the hand.
The Girl and the
Sunbird Simon and
Schuster
Meet the heroine
everyone's talking
about . . . Fiercely
resilient and

impeccably dressed,
Veronica McCreedy
has lived an
incredible 87 years.
Most of them alone,
in her huge house by
the sea. But
Veronica has
recently discovered
a late-life love for
family and
friendship,
adventure and
wildlife. More
specifically, a love
for penguins! And
so when she's
invited to co-present
a wildlife
documentary, far
away in the southern
hemisphere, she
jumps at the chance.
Even though it will
put her in the
spotlight, just when
she thought she
would soon fade
into the wings.
Perhaps it's never
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too late to shine?
Darling Blue John
Wiley & Sons
Discovering that his
twenty-eighth
Xanth chronicle has
already been
written, Muse of
History Clio is
challenged to
rescue Xanth's
dragons from
extinction before
the world's wildlife
is permanently
thrown out of
balance.
Daredevil Vs.
Punisher John
Wiley & Sons
Exploring
Management
supports teaching
and learning of
core management
concepts by
presenting
material in a
straightforward,

conversational
style with a strong
emphasis on
application. With a
focus on currency,
high-interest
examples and
pedagogy that
encourages critical
thinking and
personal reflection,
Exploring
Management is the
perfect balance
between what
students need and
what instructors
want.
Like Sands
Through the
Hourglass The
Happy Body Press
In 1939 the lives
of five women are
about to collide in
the sleepy little
village of
Crowmarsh

Priors.Evangeline
has eloped from
New Orleans with
a naval captain,
Alice is resigned to
life as the parish
spinster, Elsie is
evacuated from the
East End to be a
maid for Lady
Marchmont, Tanni
has fled from
Vienna with her
newborn son, and
high-spirited
Frances is to see
out the war with
her godmother.
Together these five
women face
hardship, passion
and danger, and
form a bond that
sees them through
their darkest hours,
and lasts for the
rest of their lives.
Berrett-Koehler
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Publishers
THE MUST-
READ RICHARD
& JUDY BOOK
CLUB PICK.
Chilling, moving
and
unputdownable,
The Memory
Wood is a thriller
like no other.
'Beautifully told,
with two superbly
drawn young
protagonists,
Lloyd is a rare
new thriller talent'
Daily Mail
'Superbly creepy,
with an
unexpected twist'
Guardian
*************
Elijah has lived in
the Memory
Wood for as long
as he can
remember. It's the

only home he's
ever known. Elissa
has only just
arrived. And she'll
do everything she
can to escape.
When Elijah
stumbles across
thirteen-year-old
Elissa, in the
woods where her
abductor is hiding
her, he refuses to
alert the police.
Because in his
twelve years,
Elijah has never
had a proper
friend. And he
doesn't want Elissa
to leave. Not only
that, Elijah knows
how this can end.
After all, Elissa
isn't the first girl
he's found inside
the Memory
Wood. As her

abductor's
behaviour grows
more erratic, chess
prodigy Elissa
realises that
outwitting strange,
lonely Elijah is her
only hope of
survival. Their cat-
and-mouse game
of deception and
betrayal will
determine both
their fates, and
whether either of
them will ever
leave the Memory
Wood . . .
*************
Praise for Sam
Lloyd 'An intense,
atmospheric, and
truly original
thriller' Shari
Lapena, author of
The Couple Next
Door 'Remarkable.
Stunning prose and
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compulsive
reading. It's
undoubtedly the
best thriller I've
read in a long, long
time' Lesley Kara,
author of The
Rumour 'I haven't
read anything quite
this exciting since
Room. You think
all the stories have
been told, then
something like this
comes along'
Emma Curtis,
author of The
Night You Left
'Brilliant writing, a
terrifying story,
and characters so
real it feels like
you know them. If
you enjoy dark,
twisty thrillers that
stay with you, read
this book'
Samantha

Downing, author of
My Lovely Wife
Readers love The
Memory Wood 'A
very clever
psychological
thriller. Dark,
creepy and
intense.' *****
'Deliciously dark...
fresh and
imaginative.'
***** 'The twists
and turns in The
Memory Wood
will astound. This
book is
undoubtedly the
best I've read this
year.' *****
__________ ****
THE RISING
TIDE, Sam
Lloyd's
electrifying new
thriller, is available
now****
The Female Brain

Random House
Since Dr.
Brizendine wrote
The Female Brain
ten years ago, the
response has been
overwhelming.
This New York
Times bestseller
has been
translated into
more than thirty
languages, has
sold nearly a
million copies
between editions,
and has most
recently inspired a
romantic comedy
starring Whitney
Cummings and
Sofia Vergara.
And its profound
scientific
understanding of
the nature and
experience of the
female brain
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continues to guide
women as they
pass through life
stages, to help men
better understand
the girls and
women in their
lives, and to
illuminate the
delicate emotional
machinery of a
love relationship.
Why are women
more verbal than
men? Why do
women remember
details of fights
that men can’t
remember at all?
Why do women
tend to form
deeper bonds with
their female
friends than men
do with their male
counterparts?
These and other
questions have

stumped both sexes
throughout the
ages. Now,
pioneering
neuropsychiatrist
Louann
Brizendine, M.D.,
brings together the
latest findings to
show how the
unique structure of
the female brain
determines how
women think, what
they value, how
they communicate,
and who they love.
While doing
research as a
medical student at
Yale and then as a
resident and
faculty member at
Harvard, Louann
Brizendine
discovered that
almost all of the
clinical data in

existence on
neurology,
psychology, and
neurobiology
focused
exclusively on
males. In response
to the
overwhelming
need for
information on the
female mind,
Brizendine
established the
first clinic in the
country to study
and treat women’s
brain function. In
The Female Brain,
Dr. Brizendine
distills all her
findings and the
latest information
from the scientific
community in a
highly accessible
book that educates
women about their
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unique brain/body/
behavior. The
result: women will
come away from
this book knowing
that they have a
lean, mean,
communicating
machine. Men will
develop a serious
case of brain envy.
Hidden Secrets at
the Little Village
Church Random
House
'Blown to Bits' is
about how the
digital explosion is
changing
everything. The text
explains the
technology, why it
creates so many
surprises and why
things often don't
work the way we
expect them to. It is
also about things
the information

explosion is
destroying: old
assumptions about
who is really in
control of our lives.
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